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ABSTRACT
We present a new data mining method based on stochastic analysis (Hidden Markov Model
[HMM]) and combinatorial methods for discovering new transcriptional factors in bacterial
genome sequences. Sigma factor binding sites (SFBSs) were described as patterns of box1–
spacer–box2 corresponding to the 35 and 10 DNA motifs of bacterial promoters. We used
a high-order HMM in which the hidden process is a second-order HMM chain. Applied on
the genome of the model bacterium Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2), the a posteriori state
probabilities revealed local maxima or peaks whose distribution was enriched in the intergenic sequences (‘‘iPeaks’’ for intergenic peaks). Short DNA sequences underlying the
iPeaks were extracted and clustered by a hierarchical classification algorithm based on the
SmithWaterman local similarity. Some selected motif consensuses were used as box1 (35
motif ) in the search of a potential neighbouring box2 (10 motif ) using a word enumeration
algorithm. This new SFBS mining methodology applied on Streptomyces coelicolor was
successful to retrieve already known SFBSs and to suggest new potential transcriptional
factor binding sites (TFBSs). The well-defined SigR regulon (oxidative stress response) was
also used as a test quorum to compare first- and second-order HMM. Our approach also
allowed the preliminary detection of known SFBSs in Bacillus subtilis.
Key words: bacterial promoters, combinatorial methods, second-order hidden Markov models,
stochastic model, Streptomyces, transcription factor binding site.

1. INTRODUCTION

T

he versatility of gene expression is essential for the adaptation of any living organism to its
environment. A key level of control of gene expression is the first transcription step (i.e., initiation),
promoted by interaction of RNA polymerase (RNAP) with gene promoter. RNAP holoenzyme is recruited at
a given promoter through the recognition of a promoter by a transcriptional factor, called ‘‘sigma (s) factor,’’
1
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which is a variable subunit of RNAP holoenzyme. Additional regulators can modulate the efficiency of this
interaction and alter the transcriptional level.
The number of s factors is variable in bacteria, and like other regulatory genes, it is related to the ecological
niche occupied by the bacterium, and reflects its ability to cope with environmental changes including biotic
competition. Beside the principal s factor involved in the expression of the housekeeping genes, the other
alternative s factors are assumed to control sets of genes (called ‘‘regulons’’) involved in response to specific
environmental stimuli. Most of the s factors in bacteria are related to their homologue s70 from Escherichia
coli. In the free living soil bacterium Streptomyces model used in this study, not less than 60 s factors are
encoded and are involved in various responses leading to morphological as well as biochemical differentiation (Bentley et al., 2002; Ikeda et al., 2003). Furthermore, fewer than 10 s factors binding sites have been
experimentally characterized, including by determining their DNA binding sites (Bibb et al., 2000; Cho et al.,
2001; Paget et al., 1998, 1999; Potuckova et al., 1995). The best characterized gene network, called the ‘‘SigR
regulon,’’ is involved in oxidative stress response and includes about 30 genes (Paget et al., 2001).
The s factors usually recognize two DNA boxes (about 6 bp long), constituting what is usually called the
‘‘promoter.’’ The bacterial promoters are located approximately at 10 and 35 bp upstream of the transcription start site. The spacer between these two boxes has a variable size from 16 to 20 bp for the major
s70 family. The sequence of a given promoter is typified by several levels of flexibility in addition to that of
the spacer length. Mismatches can be tolerated and even allow for the modulation of promoter strength at
some specific genes of the regulon. In some cases, an extended 10 promoter box may be observed and
may substitute for the absence of a clear 35 element.
Experimental procedures are efficient to identify individual promoters but not conceivable for sets of
genes at the whole genome scale. This motivated the search for computational methods based on the
knowledge gained about the properties of known promoters or based on an efficient representation of DNA
motifs by means of combinatorial or stochastic methods. There are three problems to solve when mining
sigma factor binding sites (SFBSs) and generally transcriptional factor binding sites (TFBSs): (i) what kind
of knowledge is available, (ii) how to locate a TFBS, and (iii) how to represent the variability of the extracted
sequences. The use of prior knowledge about promoter sequences gives relevant data but can be extrapolated
only to the same genome or to the more closely related strains or species. DNA stability can also be used as a
characteristic of promoter regions (Kanhere and Bansal, 2005; Rangannan and Bansal, 2007).
The widely used approach for mining TFBSs is based on position weight matrices (PWM) trained on sets
of nucleotide sequences known to be recognized by transcription factors (Hiard et al., 2007; Munch et al.,
2005; Robison et al., 1998; Stormo, 2000). The limit of the method is the flexibility of the consensuses
depending directly on the quantity of input biological data. In order to optimize the method, extra biological
knowledge can be introduced into the parameters such as the UP-elements (A/T-rich regions upstream of
the 35 box) (Typas and Hengge, 2005) considered in the Beadle method (Maetschke et al., 2006). Jacques
et al. (2006) recently reported the use of matrices representing the genomic distribution of hexanucleotides
pairs (box1-Nx–box2, where box1 and box2  6) by estimating the ratio of hits in intergenic regions to the
whole genome. Notably, the authors concluded that promoters are over-represented in intergenic regions.
Other methods are trained with established descriptions of promoters such as Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) ( Jarmer et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 2003), support vector machine (SVM) (Gordon et al., 2006), or
neural networks (Burden et al., 2005).
Statistical approaches are mostly based on the search for exceptional DNA motifs in subset of DNA
sequences enriched or expected to be enriched in promoter sequences such as the upstream regions of coregulated coding sequences (Bailey and Elkan, 1994; Buhler and Tompa, 2001; Lawrence et al., 1993; Van
Helden et al., 2000; Segal and Sharan, 2005) or motifs significantly conserved in upstream regions of
orthologous genes (Blanchette and Tompa, 2002; Loots et al., 2002; McCue et al., 2001; McGuire et al.,
2000; Rajewsky et al., 2002; Siddharthan et al., 2005; Wang and Stormo, 2003). As an example, Sigffrid
(Touzain et al., 2008) can find motifs significantly conserved in upstream regions of orthologous genes in
different species. But the statistical methods cannot be used for organisms with insufficient biological
knowledge or with raw genome sequences.
Other methods are based on an exact description of the promoters defined as structured motifs (box1–
spacer–box2). Vanet et al. (2000) specified an algorithm based on a suffix-tree to represent the input data
and take them into account for the flexibility of the spacer by allowing jumps in the tree. This algorithm
was improved by Carvalho et al. (2004) in terms of time and space but not sufficiently in terms of
computation time. A similar approach is proposed by Eskin and Pevzner (2002), who first consider a
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composite pattern (box1–Nx–box2) as one larger pattern (box1 þ box2) and then use mismatch trees to split
pattern spaces in order to rule out weak subspaces. This method shows a good efficiency to identify long
patterns. However, the composite patterns proposed by both approaches are rather long compared to the
number of conserved motifs in the known promoters. Similar approaches were used by Studholme et al.
(2004) and Mwangi and Siggia (2003), which compared the probabilities of all the patterns box1–Nx–box2
with those of the motifs (box1 and/or box2) upstream of coding sequences. Then, the composite patterns
were clustered using sequence similarities to generate weight matrices (Li et al., 2002; Mwangi and Siggia,
2003; Studholme et al., 2004).
HMM has been used (Besemer et al., 2001; Churchill, 1989; Jarmer et al., 2001; Krogh et al., 1994; Liu
et al., 2001; Nicolas et al., 2002; Thijs et al., 2001; Yada et al., 1998) for motif detection in two ways. The first
approach is to assume that some information is encoded in the DNA sequence and is hidden by a background
sequence that must be adequately modeled by an HMM (Liu et al., 2001; Thijs et al., 2001; Yada et al., 1998).
These background models are capable of generating non-motif sequences from the genome under investigation. The second approach is to use HMMs for pattern matching or motif discovery. Here, a first-order
HMM is developed as model codons and/or different patterns found in the genome (Besemer et al., 2001;
Jarmer et al., 2001; Nicolas et al., 2002). The training procedure can be supervised ( Jarmer et al., 2001) or
unsupervised (Besemer et al., 2001), and the model can be targeted towards general motif search or carefully
built for particular motifs like the SigA recognition site model ( Jarmer et al., 2001).
Some review articles have carried out critical evaluations of motif discovery techniques and highlighted
the limitations and potentials of the different methodologies (Osada et al., 2004; Tompa et al., 2005). In
their review article, Hu et al. (2005) suggest that an ensemble algorithm approach, using analysis from
different programs (methods), can complement one another’s results and improve the prediction potential
of DNA motifs.
We propose a new data mining method based on second-order HMM (HMM2) and combinational
methods for SFBS prediction that voluntarily implements a minimum amount of knowledge. The original
features of the presented methodology include (i) the use of kmers as observations, (ii) the Expectation
Maximization estimation on the entire genome without a priori knowledge of their genetic content, (iii) an
automatic peak extraction algorithm that captures the short DNA motifs underlying the peaks of the state a
posteriori probability, and (iv) a suite of algorithms for finding SFBS and potential TFBS motifs.
On some points, our data mining method is similar to the work of Nicolas et al. (2002). Both methods use
one HMM to model the entire genome. The parameter estimation is done in both cases by the EM
algorithm. Both methods look for attributing biological characteristics to the states by analyzing the state
output a posteriori probability. But our method differs on the following points: we use (i) an HMM2 that
has proven interesting capabilities in modelling short sequences, and (ii) an original peak extraction
algorithm to locate some short nucleotides sequences that could be a part of TFBS motifs (box1 or box2).
These sequences are further reassembled in TFBS composite motifs of the form box1–spacer–box2 by
means of combinatorial methods.

2. METHODS AND ALGORITHMS
2.1. HMM2 specifications
HMM2 was introduced by He (1988). As shown in speech recognition, modeling of the hidden process
by a second-order Markov chain exhibited a good capability in representing short segments (Du Preez,
1998; Mari et al., 1997). In Data Mining (Mari and Le Ber, 2006) and Ecology (Le Ber et al., 2006), better
performances were achieved by considering the contextual information defined by the neighboring observations. In our case (genomics), the nucleotides at index t1, . . . , tkþ1 define the contextual information that leads to the definition of kmers. The higher is the k value, the more important is the contextual
information. It should be noted that k is not the order of the hidden Markov chain.

2.1.1. HMM2 mathematical definitions. An HMM2 is defined by:



a set S of N states, S ¼ {s1 , s2 , . . . , sN };
a transition matrix A ¼ (ai1 i2 i3 ) over SSS where ai1 i2 i3 is the a priori transition probability P(Xt ¼ si3 j
Xt  2 ¼ si1 , Xt  1 ¼ si2 ) for the hidden process to be in state si3 at index t assuming it was in the state si2
at index t  1 and si1 at index t  2;
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a matrix B that represents the N discrete probability functions ( pdf) over the set of M output symbols
(the kmer). B(i, o) ¼ P(Ot ¼ ojXt ¼ si ): B(i, o) is the conditional probability of symbol (kmer) o assuming the state si.

An HMM2 model is defined by a second-order Markov chain X that governs a set of pdf of output symbols.
We have investigated the use of kmer as output symbols instead of nucleotides. A kmer may be viewed as a
single nucleotide yt observed at index t with a specific context yt  k þ 1, . . . , yt  2 , yt  1 made of k  1
nucleotides that have been observed at index t  k þ 1, . . . , t  1. Similarly, a DNA sequence can be
viewed as a sequence of overlapping kmer that an HMM analyzes with a consecutive shift of ‘. For
example, a sequence ##TAGGCTA can be viewed as a sequence having the same length of 3-mer (k ¼ 3 and
‘ ¼ 1): ##T-#TA-TAG-AGG-GGC-GCT-CTA, where # represents an empty context.
The HMM2 training is performed by the EM algorithm. The EM algorithm is an efficient iterative procedure (Dempster et al., 1977) that locally maximizes the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate
of P(O ¼ o | HMM2). Unfortunately, the maximum value depends on the initial conditions. The HMM2
estimation formulas implemented by the EM algorithm (Baum et al., 1970) generalize the classical formulas that are used to estimate a first-order HMM. Basically, given a sequence of symbols
o1 , o2 , . . . , oT , the second-order EM algorithm performs the expected count of the transition si1 , si2 , si3 at
index t  2, t  1, t:

gt (i1 , i2 , i3 ) ¼ P(Xt  2 ¼ si1 , Xt  1 ¼ si2 , Xt ¼ si3 OT1 ¼ oT1 ):
(1)
The re-estimated second-order a priori transition probabilities are normalised as follows:
P
g (i1 , i2 , i3 )
:
ai1 i2 i3 ¼ P t t
i, t gt (i1 , i2 , i)
Whereas the re-estimated first-order a priori transition probabilities are normalised as follows:
P
gt (i1 , i2 , i3 )
:
ai 2 i 3 ¼ P i 1 , t
i1 , i, t gt (i1 , i2 , i)
The re-estimated output probability B(i, o) ¼ P(Ot ¼ ojXt ¼ si ) is computed as in a HMM1:
P
g (i , i , i)1o ¼ ot
1 , i2 , t t 1 2
B(i, o) ¼ iP
i1 , i2 , t gt (i1 , i2 , i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where 1o ¼ ot means 1 if the condition o ¼ ot is true, zero otherwise. When o is a kmer, o ¼ w1 w2 . . . wk of k
nucleotides w1 , . . . , wk , additional normalization constraints are usually (Bize et al., 1999) introduced to
get the output conditional probability P(wk jw1 , . . . , wk  1 , Xt ¼ si ) that expresses the dependencies between
the k nucleotides on state si. This probability is re-estimated as follows:
P
g (i , i2 , i)1yt ¼ wk , yt  1 ¼ wk  1 , ..., yt  k þ 1 ¼ w1
1 , i2 , t t 1
B(i, wk , . . . , w1 ) ¼ iP
:
(5)
i1 , i2 , t gt (i1 , i2 , i)1yt  1 ¼ wk  1 , ..., yt  k þ 1 ¼ w1
We have observed (data not shown) that these constraints dramatically smooth the state a posteriori
probability P(Xt ¼ si jY1T ¼ yT1 ). On the other hand, when these constraints are not implemented, the model
cannot generate coherent sequences except if the kmer are not overlapping. Because we do not use HMM to
generate sequences of nucleotides, we do not implement these constraints.
Following Nicolas et al. (2002), we used a single ergodic HMM2—all the states are connected
together—to model the entire genome, and estimated its parameters using Eqs. (2) and (4) of the secondorder EM algorithm. During the last iteration of the second-order EM algorithm, we performed the a
posteriori decoding. At each index t (at each kmer position in the DNA sequence), we computed the a
posteriori probability P(Xt ¼ si , Xt  1 ¼ si j ‘‘the sequence’’) for a specific state si, and look for the fluctuations of this probability along the genome. The sudden increase in this a posteriori probability locates a
short DNA sequence that is typical of state si (called ‘‘heterogeneity’’). Obviously, to extract such heterogeneity, the pdf associated with the hidden states must be different. We used the Kullback-Leibler
(1951) information number—called ‘‘divergence’’—between two distributions as a distance between two
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states. We have designed a training strategy by successively training an ergodic HMM2 with an increasing
number of states until a state appears to be distant enough from the other states. This state—called ‘‘best
decoding state’’—will be used further to detect local heterogeneities. The other a posteriori probabilities
associated to the nondecoding states are disregarded.

2.1.2. HMM2 biological input preprocessing. In contrast to the pattern matching paradigm, in
which the HMMs are used to discriminate between various and well-identified motifs, only two models
were specified in our experiments. These models do not incorporate any a priori knowledge of the genetic
structure of the genome of interest. The complete bacterial genome is used to train (maximum likelihood
estimation using the second-order EM algorithm) two specific HMM2: HMM2þ and HMM2. Ideally,
when a marked GC skew is observed, as in the case of B. subtilis (Kunst et al., 1997), the HMM2þ/
models were constructed to incorporate the biased base composition of DNA strands relative to the position
of the replication origin. In contrast, when the genome does not show a definite GC skew, as in the case of
S. coelicolor (Bentley et al., 2002), the HMM2þ and HMM2 models were constructed corresponding to
the 50 to 30 sequence of the linear chromosome and its reverse complement, respectively. The best decoding
state is identified for both HMM2þ and HMM2 models.
2.1.3. Automatic peaks detection and underlying sequence extraction. A peak is detected as
local maximum of the a posteriori probability values generated over the genome, characterized by its width
and its height (Fig. 1). The search of a posteriori probability peaks for a given state is performed using a
sliding window 200-nucleotide-long window with an overlap of 100 nucleotides. The height of a peak is
defined by its maximum value, which must be higher than the mean plus a given percentage of the dynamics
(maximum–minimum values). This percentage is called ‘‘peak-variation.’’ Once a peak is located, the short
DNA sequence underlying the peak (called ‘‘Peak-motifs’’) is automatically extracted. Both HMM2þ and
HMM2 models are processed to get a set of total Peak-motifs. Peaks in the intergenic regions are called
‘‘iPeaks,’’ and the underlying short DNA sequence is called a ‘‘iPeak-motif.’’
2.1.4. Clustering the iPeak-motifs. In order to detect similar iPeak-motifs, we used an unsupervised
clustering algorithm strategy (the ClusterMean algorithm; Algorithm 1), with the mean distance hierarchical
grouping algorithm described by Ward (1963). This procedure builds a hierarchy where the closest sequences are in the same cluster. The distance between two sequences is defined as the inverse of their
similarity, and the distance between two clusters C1 and C2 is defined as the mean distance between the pairs
(sequencei1, sequencei2), where sequencei1 belongs to C1 and sequencei2 belongs to C2. The algorithm builds
a hierarchy of distinct (non-overlapping) clusters that are represented by a consensus motif. Each cluster
consensus motif was generated by Multalin (Corpet, 1988), and its significance was statistically validated by
R’MES, a tool for finding exceptional motifs in sequence (Hoebeke and Schbath, 2006). R’MES score is a
statistical score of exceptionality, where frequent motifs have higher scores.
Algorithm 1 The ClusterMean algorithm
1. Make a N square distance matrix (N ¼ all iPeak-motifs). The distance, d ¼ 1/s, where s is the Smith and Waterman
(1981) score for the local alignment between a given pair of iPeaks.
2. Cluster iPeaks into clusters using the mean distance hierarchical grouping, based on their distance values between
clusters.
3. Find the consensus sequence representing each cluster of motifs using the programme Multalin.
4. Check for redundancy (group clusters with same consensus). Select statistically significant cluster consensus using
the programme R’MES to verify whether a consensus is a good representation of its cluster.

2.2. SFBS consensus search algorithm
A SFBS is structured as box1-spacer-box2 where the spacer ranges from 3 to 25 (Algorithm 2). In order
to retrieve SFBSs, the basic idea of the mining strategy, is to select a cluster having a high R’MES score
consensus, extend all the sequences belonging to this cluster and look for over-represented motifs using
R’MES. The consensus of the cluster acts for box1, the shorter motifs spaced with appropriate spacer
value(s) act for box2.
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Algorithm 2 Modeling SFBS motif
foreach box1 (consensus motif of a cluster) do // Step1: Fixing box1
extend all the sequences in the cluster to length of 50;
use R’MES to find statistically significant over-represented boxes of length,
lbox2 (these boxes act as potential box2);
foreach1 box2 given by R’MES do // Step2: Finding box2
foreach2 spacer value in a given range do
scan_for_match (Dsouza et al., 1997) ‘‘box1-spacer-box2’’ in the whole genome
compute the number of occurrences
if the number of occurrences threshold then
log on a file ‘‘box1-spacer-box2’’, the number of occurrences found,
the value of spacer
and the R’MES score.
(e.g. GAAT-spacer-GGT, number of occurrences ¼ 2, spacer ¼ 6,8).
endif
end foreach2
end foreach1
Rank the TFBSs based on their number of occurrences and their R’MES score in descending order
Select the N first
end foreach
Compile together the files, this gives a list of putative SFBSs and other TFBSs (than SFBS) that can be probed
for further investigation
Define a class with the genes that are found downstream each TFBS by scanning the whole genome (or intergenic
region) with the pattern matching program: scan_for_match.

2.3. General parameters selection using the set-sco
In order to tune (i) the HMM2 parameters (order, topology and number of iterations of the EM algorithm), (ii) the peak extraction algorithm parameters, (iii) the number of classes during the clustering
process, and (iv) the thresholds used by R’MES to detect over-represented motifs, we specified a manageable validation dataset. For this purpose, the S. coelicolor A3(2) genome (8.7 Mb) was fragmented into
174 non-overlapping segments of about 50 kilobases. We defined our validation data (called ‘‘set-sco’’) as
the minimal set of fragments that includes all the genes regulated by the sigma factor SigR involved in
oxidative stress response (Paget et al., 2001) scattered along the genome. SigR regulon includes at least 30
genes and is the largest regulon experimentally validated in Streptomyces. The set-sco covered 1.15 MB
and contained 1135 genes, including the 30 SigR-regulated genes. Out of these 30 SigR genes, 25 have
their 35 box starting in an intergenic DNA sequence (Table 1), while the remaining five genes have 35
box in the upstream coding sequences (Paget et al., 2001).

2.3.1. HMM order. Table 2 shows the specificity and the sensitivity at binding sites level by specifying the following values: TP (true positives), the number of binding sites predicted as binding sites; TN
(true negatives), the number of nonbinding site predicted as nonbinding sites; FP (false positives), the
number of nonbinding sites predicted as binding sites; and FN (false negatives), the number of binding sites
predicted as nonbinding sites.
The specificity and the sensitivity of the SigR binding sites (35 box) recognition using the set-sco are
0.24 and 0.8, respectively, with the HMM2 analysis. Using a HMM1 model, only 17 over 25 entire known
sigma factor SigR binding sites (35 box) localized in intergenic regions are detected, in contrast to the
HMM2 model where all 35 boxes have been found (þ/ 2nt; Table 1). The specificity of HMM1 (0.23)
and HMM2 (0.24) are comparable. However, the HMM2 model makes less false negatives errors and
shows a better sensitivity (0.8) compared to the HMM1 (0.68).
2.3.2. HMM topology. We found in set-sco analysis that four states and 3-mers HMM2 model was
the best topology. The divergence matrix identified two different decoding states for HMM2þ and
HMM2 models. The number of training iterations was fixed to five and gave the best enrichment in
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FIG. 1. Visualization of the HMM2 a posteriori output of S. coelicolor. (A) Figure visualized with Artemis
(Rutherford et al., 2000). The top graph shows HMM2 output; the bottom shows the annotated physical sequence (using
the EMBL file). (B) Zoom of SCO3890 iPeaks. The iPeak-motifs show the sigma factor SigR 35 box (GGAAT) and
10 box (GTT) motifs. Peak characteristics ( peak-variation and width) are marked in the figure.

intergenic regions relative to the coding sequences (3.8-fold; for additional data, see set-sco_analysis; see
online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com).

2.3.3. Peak extraction parameters. The parameters of extraction of the iPeak-motifs were selected
to find the maximum number of SigR binding sites. Better detection of the SigR 35 box motif was
obtained with a value of peak-variation set to 20% (Fig. 1). Table 1 shows the iPeak-motifs detected for setsco with peak-variation set to 20%. All 35 boxes of the SigR binding sites are detected. The maximum
width of the iPeak-motifs was fixed to 16 nucleotides. Less than 0.6% of the peaks were discarded by
applying this threshold. Discarding these peaks noticeably improved the clustering process.
2.3.4. Clustering iPeak-motifs. Different similarity measures (local and global) were tested in the
clustering. The Smith and Waterman local similarity (1981) gave the more homogeneous clusters. We
empirically observed on the set-sco that the optimum number of sequences in a cluster was roughly 40–50.
Deviation from this optimal cluster size skewed the consensus determination. With larger sizes, no clear
consensus could be determined while in smaller clusters, the same consensus would appear in several
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Table 1.

Detection of SigR Binding Sites (35 Box: GGAAT) Using HMM1 and HMM2

Gene_name
SCM1.15
Trx A3, SCM1.18
SC6D7.18c, RbpA
RelA, SCL2.03
7H2.09c
7H2.11c
6G10.34c
8E4A.04c
PepN
E20.23
E19A.11c
ARNt 3226540
E25.24c
E87.13
E22.04
HrdD
FoIE
E9.22
TrxB, H24.12c
GuaB
P8.26c
MoeB
23B6.11c
SigR
RpmE3, 6G5.03
3D11.22
CinA
HfIX
4B501c
6A5.08

Strand

Intergenic

HMM2

HMM1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
—
ü
—
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
—
ü
—
ü
—
ü
ü
ü

AGTGGAA(t)
GCGCGGAATAC
CGGGAATCTTT
CGGAGGAAT
ACACGGAATAG
TCCCGGGAATGCC
TCCCGGAATGAAT
GCCGGGAATGG
—
CCGGGGAAT
—
CGCCGGGAATAGG
TGAGGGGAATC
TGAGGAA(t)
CCGCGGAATAG
GTTGGGAATTC
GCCCGGAATGT
CTGGGAA(t)
GCGGGAATG
GTGGA(at)
AGCGTAGGGAATGTT
TCTCGGAATGAAAAAG
—
GCCTGGGAATG
—
GCGGCGGAATAGC
—
CCGGGAA(t)
TCAGGAATG
CTCAGGAAT

X
CGCGGAATACC
X
AGGAATC
ACGGAATAGCG
CCGGGAATGCC
CCGGAATGAATC
CCGGGAATGGG
—
X
—
CCGGGAATAGGCT
GGGAATC
X
CCGCGGAATAGGTC
TTGGGAATTCT
CCGGAATGT
TGGAATA
CGGGAATGC
X
GGAAT
X
—
X
—
GCGGAATAGCC
—
CCCCGGGAATCTC
GTCAGGAATGCGTC
X

—, not available, the 35 box of SigR binding site is located in coding sequence; X, not found.

clusters. During the Ward algorithm step, we used SigR SFBS as a marker. The process of merging
two clusters, whose consensus motif contained GGAAT, is stopped when the motif consensus after
merging does not contain GGAAT. The average size of the clusters was 50 sequences, and GGAAT still
appeared in five clusters. In these five clusters, we observed that the motif GGAAT has a R’MES score
higher than six, so this value was retained for assessing the exceptionality of five nucleotide motifs in
further experiments. For a five letters motif, the R’MES threshold is 4.42 with 99.5% confidence (i.e., all
motifs having score higher than this threshold are exceptional). This method assesses the validity of the
consensus found by Multalin. These values were used in all further experiments, and represented the default
parameters of the data mining. Extrapolating on the entire genome, the 16,913 iPeak DNA motifs were
grouped into 360 clusters (i.e., approximately 47 sequences per cluster).

Table 2.

Sensibilitya
Specificityb
a

Comparison of the SigR Binding Sites (35 box ¼ GGAAT) Recognition
between HMM1 and HMM2 on the set-sco
HMM2

HMM1

0.8
0.24

0.68
0.23

Sensitivity ¼ TP/(TPþFN).
Specificity ¼ TN/(FPþTN).
TP, true positive; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; TN, true negative.
b
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Genomes of bacteria were obtained from the EMBL (Emmert et al., 1994) and were used to extract the
raw sequence data used in this study as well as their corresponding annotation. DBTBS (Makita et al.,
2004) was used for B. subtilis regulon analysis. The HMM2 core library (CarottAge: www.loria.fr/*jfmari/
App/ ) was developed in Cþþ, and included all the algorithms for modelling genomic sequences used in
this study. A graphical interface was also developed in Cþþ/XWindow to create, configure and display the
model files, set the kmer reading methods, dump all the HMM physical topologies and screen their selected
a posteriori probabilities alongside the sequences. The clustering software was developed in Java, and data
mining and data formatting were done using Perl scripts. For additional results and data, see online
Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com. All algorithms run on a P4 equivalent desktop computer, provided that the various parameters are set to reasonable values.

3.1. Identification of the dagA gene’s promoters
The peak extraction algorithm was tested on the dagA gene. This gene was chosen, as it is not included in
set-sco and it is not regulated by SigR. The dagA gene encodes the extracellular agarase precursor and is
known to be controlled by four different promoters recognized by at least three (and probably four)
different RNA polymerase holoenzymes (Buttner et al., 1988; Servin-Gonzalez et al., 1994). Using the
HMM2 trained on the whole genome and the peak extraction algorithm—both tuned on set-sco—10 motifs
could be extracted. Three of the previously known promoters were fully detected by our method. This
includes dagA-p2 (ATTGTCA-N16-GTAGCATTC), dagA-p3 (GGAACTTT-N15-CTCTCGAAT), and
dagA-p4 (TATAAGA); the motifs in brackets correspond to the previously identified binding sites. For
dagA-p1 (TGGAGC-N18-TGGAATGA), only the 10 box (TGGAATGA) was found (for additional data,
see dagA analysis; see online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com). These results confirm the
validity of the parameters tuned on the set-sco.

3.2. Selecting infrequent occurrences
Searching for under-represented TFBS consensuses can be done by selecting the R’MES score threshold
to select infrequent occurrences (higher negative scores). The extracted iPeak-motifs exhibited the BldN
binding consensus and identified the unique gene, annotated bldM (SCO4768), reported as a BldN target
(Bibb et al., 2000).

3.3. Annotating SFBSs from S. coelicolor genome
This data mining method was next applied to the whole genome of S. coelicolor. We extracted 16,913
iPeak DNA motifs grouped into 360 clusters. Each cluster had a significant motif sequence according to
R’MES, and after filtering duplicated consensus, 357 motifs were obtained. So, 228 out of 357 motifs
holding out R’MES score higher than six (see Section 2.3), were used for further analysis. Table 3 shows a
partial list of cluster consensus motifs that contain a box part (35 or 10) of already known SFBSs like
SigB binding sites and WhiG binding sites.
The parameters spacer and lbox2 were restricted to a range of values consistent with biological knowledge
of the SFBSs. For all the 228 motifs, the number of possible consensuses is the product between the spacer
and length of box2, which equals 8,280 possibilities for 3  spacer  25, and 3  lbox2  5. To reduce
computation time from a couple of days to a few hours, the range of spacer and of the R’MES threshold
was restricted (14  spacer  20). We found 6,236 box1-spacer-box2 putative consensuses. Finally, applying the modeling SFBS motif algorithm (see Section 2.2), 812 potential TFBS consensuses were
suggested and are available, including known SFBS consensuses (for additional data, see online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com).
Table 4 shows the main results of 812 predicted TFBSs:



Five motifs that include or overlap the SigR consensus (GGAAT-N18-GTT) were found.
Three putative WhiG binding sites (Chater et al., 1989) were found. The extracted set of genes found
downstream of these consensuses includes the two previously biologically determined targets of whiG,
whiI (SCO6029), and whiH (SCO5819) (Ainsa et al., 1999; Ryding et al., 1998).
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Table 3.

No.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
6.
6.

Partial List of Cluster Motifs Defined from ClusterMean Algorithm
TFBS box

SigB
SigB
SigB
SigB
SigB
SigE
SigE
SigR
SigR
SigR
SigR
SigR
SigR
SigR
SigR
WhiG
WhiG
WhiG
WhiG
WhiG
PTF1
PTF1
PTF2
PTF2
PTF2

35
35
35
35
10
10
10
35
35
35
35
35
10
10
10
35
35
35
35
35
35
10
35
10
10

Known motif

Predicted motif

ANGNNT
ANGNNT
ANGNNT
ANGNNT
GGGTA
TCTY
TCTY
GGAAT
GGAAT
GGAAT
GGAAT
GGAAT
GTT
GTT
GTT
TRVR
TRVR
TRVR
TRVR
TRVR
GAAC
GTTG
TGGT
ACCA
ACCA

AAGATt
ACGGCTt
AGGCTt
AGGATt
CGGGTa
GCTCTt
ATCTT
CGGGAat
TCGGAAt
GGGGAat
GCGGAAt
AGGGAAt
GCGTTA
aCCGTTt
CTGTTT
cCTGAAa
GCTGAa
TGGATt
cTTGAAt
TGCGAA
GAACTt
gTTGAa
cTGGTAa
ACCAAt
ACCAT

R’MES score
7,3824
8,4372
8,4699
8,3462
8,2924
6,628
7,9511
8,2738
8,273
8,026
8,2233
8,2155
8,286
8,2254
8,3584
8,1572
8,201
8,2126
7,2117
8,2401
6,332
7,901
6,062
8,185
8,038

Cluster motifs overlapping with known or putative TFBS 10 or 35 box motifs ¼ 137 (total number of cluster motifs ¼ 357).
R’MES stat ¼ score of exceptionality (exceptionally frequent motifs will have high positive scores, whereas exceptionally rare
motifs will have high negative scores).
PTF (1, 2, and 3): regulatory motif proposed by Studholme et al. (2004).
R ¼ A/G; V ¼ A/C/G; Y ¼ C/T.




A modified SigB consensus (ACGGTTT-N18-TAC) was proposed. SigB is a general stress s factor that
has a binding site consensus ANGNNT-N14–16-GGGTA (Cho et al., 2001).
Two new consensuses for PTF2 were found. PTF2 is a regulatory motif proposed by Studholme et al.
(2004) to be associated with the sigma factor regulation or expression.

3.4. Advantages of the new data mining method
This method is innovative in its use of the second-order Markov model to capture stochastic dependencies in kmers (see Section 2.1). HMM2 shows good performance in modeling the DNA heterogeneities
and possesses three main advantages:




It successfully detects small motifs (5–16 bases), minimizing the elusion of important regulatory
sequences.
It efficiently detects statistically exceptional motifs in the genome (e.g., the sigma factor BldN binding
site).
It proves to be versatile. This is why this method could be applied to the detection of DNA motifs
other than SFBSs. Some of our detected motifs correspond to regulatory motifs such as those
proposed by Studholme et al. (2004). Also, the ribosome binding sites (RBS), which are translational
signals, have also been detected during this analysis. The S. coelicolor genome contains 2,576 RBSs
annotated by Bentley et al. (2002)—2,041 of them in intergenic regions. Among them, 236 (12.9%)
were revealed by our HMM2. Further, the same background HMM2 was used to detect various
DNA repeats in the S. coelicolor genome (Hergalant et al., 2002).
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Table 4.

Known TFBSs Generated by the Data Mining Algorithm

Function /involvement
R’MES score  6
14  spacer  20
3  lbox2  5
WhiG

SigB

SigR

R’MES score  4
3  spacer  20
3  lbox2  4
PTF2 (Studholme)
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Consensus already defined

Consensus predicted

Early sporulation

TRVR-N14–16-SCCAGNNW

Osmotic stress response
and aerial hyphae
differentiation (sigma factor)
Oxidative stress response
(ECF sigma factor)

ANGNNT-N14–16-GGGTA

GGTGAAT-N18-AGT
TGCGAA-N14-CAG
GCCGTAGG-N15-GGCC
ACGGTTT-N18-TAC

GGAAT-N18-GTT

CGGGAAT-N18-GTT
TCGGAAT-N16-TGGT
GGGGAAT-N17-GGTT
CCCGGAAT-N17-GGT
AGGGAAT-N18-GTT

Proposed to be associated
with sigma factor
regulation/expression

TGAC-N19-TGAC

TGACTTT-N16-TGA

PTF2, regulatory motif proposed by Studholme et al. (2004).
N ¼ A/C/G/T; S ¼ G/C; R ¼ A/G; V ¼ A/C/G; W ¼ A/T.

3.5. Parameters influencing the behaviour of the HMM2
3.5.1. Influence of the GC%. The genome of the S. coelicolor is GC rich (72.12%), and the intergenic regions present a slightly lower GC content (68.34%). In addition, the GC% of the extracted DNA
motifs was 48.27%. Therefore, it may appear that the GC content may strongly influence our HMM2. To
test this hypothesis, we classified the iPeak-motifs into 20 classes based on their GC%. Only one quarter of
the iPeak-motifs showed a GC% in the 45–55 range, which includes the mean GC% (48.27%), and one
third of them had a GC% scattered between the 40–45 and 55–60 range (for additional data, see distribution
of iPeaks-motifs GC content; see online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com). Furthermore,
when the GC content of the intergenic sequence was observed along with the output probabilities, GC falls
did not always generate peaks (data not shown). Thus, it can be concluded that the GC content does not
have an exclusive influence on the model.

3.5.2. Influence of the pyrimidine/purine step and DNA repeats. DNA curvature plays a wellcharacterized role in many protein/DNA interactions and also more precisely in transcriptional regulation
mechanisms ( Jáuregui et al., 2003). It is also known that the flexibility of the DNA backbone is influenced
by pyrimidine-purine steps (YR steps) (Bertrand et al., 1998). The percentage of YR steps determined
within the intergenic regions of the genome (24.97%) and within the iPeak-motifs (23.58%) had a significant difference with a 95% confidence value. These results show that the YR step has an influence on
the model (for additional data, see online Supplementary Material at www.liebertonline.com).
We also tested whether HMM2 was influenced by the presence of DNA repeats in the iPeak-motifs. Only
431 out of the 16,913 iPeak-motifs are found more than twice in the same intergenic region. Thus, HMM2
does not seem to be strongly influenced by local repeats of the same iPeak-motif. In contrast, we noticed
that 8,520 iPeak-motifs (50.37%) were repeated at least once in another intergenic region. This result by
itself is consistent and promising regarding the possibility of describing groups of co-regulated genes.
3.6. Preliminary application of the method to the bacterial model Bacillus subtilis
The above software suite was applied to the B. subtilis genome (Kunst et al., 1997). The main change to the
model was in the HMM2þ/ specification due to the GC skew of its genome (see Section 2.1). The GC% of
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B. subtilis (roughly 43%) is distinct to one’s of S. coelicolor (72%), but as demonstrated in section 3.2.1, the
GC content does not exclusively influence the behavior of the model. We carried out a preliminary analysis of
the B. subtilis genome using the same parameters (HMM2 topology, clustering parameters, R’MES score,
motif structure) than for S. coelicolor analysis. The HMM2 model (four states, 3-mors, peak-variation set to
20%) generated 19,507 iPeaks. The iPeak-motifs were clustered into 360 clusters. Among them, 191 clusters
had a R’MES score higher than six and were further considered as significant motifs. Each of them was
successively considered as box1 (-35 box and -10 box) to find the second box2 (-10 box and -35 box,
respectively) by the SFBS consensus search algorithm in order to produce box1-spacer-box2 consensuses.
The length of the spacer was set between 14 and 25 nt and the length of the box2 (lbox2) was set between three
and five. Finally, the data mining process generated 2,317 and 2,342 putative TFBS motifs respectively
depending if we used the significant motifs as box1 or box2. The genes that are controlled by the biologically
described SigD, E, F, G, H, W, and X sigma factors (Makita et al., 2004) were retrieved with a ratio ranging
from 25% to 52% (for additional data, see table of B. subtilis preliminary results; see online Supplementary
Material at www.liebertonline.com).

5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a hybrid data mining method based on stochastic and combinatorial algorithms to find
SFBSs. HMM2 was processed on the whole genome without prior assumptions about its genetic organization. As already shown in speech recognition, data mining and ecology, the modeling of the hidden
process by a second-order Markov chain exhibited a good capability in representing short segments such as
SFBSs and other DNA motifs involved a transcriptional regulation. The parameters of the data mining
process were tuned on a subpart of the genome—the set-sco—defined as a biologically well characterized
regulon (SigR). On this subset, the HMM2 outperform the HMM1. On the actinomycete S. coelicolor
genome, some already known promoters (SFBS) were found that strengthen the validity of the method, and
we suggest a list of putative promoters (TFBS). Furthermore, the preliminary results from B. subtilis are
promising with respect to the generalization of the method to other bacterial genomes.
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